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TRANSFORMATION FORMULAE AND ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSIONS 
FOR DOUBLE NON-HOLOMORPHIC EISENSTEIN SERIES OF TWO 

COMPLEX VARIABLES (SUMMARIZED VERSION) 

MASANORI KATSURADA AND TAKUMI NODA 
DEPT. MATH., FAC. ECON., KEIO UNIV. 

AND 
DEPT. MATH., COL. ENG., NIHON UNIV. 

（慶應義塾人学・経済学部・桂田昌紀，日本人学・ 工学部・野田エ）

ABSTRACT. It is shown that c;:.,mplete asymptotic expansions exist for the double non-
holomorphic Eisenstein series如 (s;z) having two variables s E C2 and two parameters 
Z = (z1, z2) E .¥)+ X.¥J―, when both I句→+oo and lz1 -z叶→ 0 (Theorems 1 and 3). 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Throughout the paper, sands = (s1心） are complex variables with s = u + ✓ コtand 

s; = u+Fft; (i = 1,2), z and z = (z1, 砂） complex parameters with z = x + ✓ コyand 

Z; = X; + Ffy; (i = 1, 2), andさ denotesthe universal covering of ex = (C ¥ {O}. Note 
..  

that arg w E] -oo, +oo [ is uniquely determined for any w E (C x . The principal branches 
of the upper and lower half-planes are denoted respectively by 

..  

(1.1) が={ z E (C x I O < arg z < 1r} and り={z E さ I —1r < argz < O}. 

We write〈s〉＝釘+s2 for any s E C2 hereafter, and introduce the bilateral double 
series of the form 

00 

(1.2) 
.- . 

如 (s;z) =区 (m+四）―s1(m + nz2)-s2' 
m,n=-oo 

〈〉converging absolutely for Re s > 2, where a more accurate definition of如 (s;z) will 
be given in (1.8) and (1.9) below. The primed summation symbols hereafter indicate 
omission of the (possibly emerging) singular terms such as o-•. Let ((s) denote the 
Riemann zeta-function, and芝thecomplex conjugate of z. When z = z1辺） E炉 x炉（ 
(v(s; z) is called the double holomorphic Eisenstein series, e.g., 

00 
~ ~ ー→

(1.3) 如 ((s,D); (z, ⇔））＝ど (m+ nz)-s = F(s; z) (び>2) 
m,n=-oo 

is the class~l holomorphic Eisenstein series of one complex variable. When z = (z1, 硲） E 

n±xS:, 王如(s;z) is called the double non-holomorphic Eisenstein series, e.g., 

00 00 
. -・ 

(1.4) 如 ((s,s); (z, 芝））＝ど (m+ nz)―8(m+n正=L, lm+nzl-2s 
mn=-oo ， 

＝如(s;z) (G > 1) 
m,n=-oo 
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is the classical (one variable) Epstein zeta-function, and further, e.g., 

(1.5) ~((s+k,s);(z, 芝））＝ 文1(m + nz)-s-k(m十直）―s=2く(2s)品(s;z), 
m,n=-oo 

giving the non-holomorphic Eisenstein series Ek(s; z) of weight k E 2Z, defined by 

1 
00 

恥 (s;z) = 2 L (cz + d)-klcz + dl-2s (a> 1 -k/2). (1.6) 

c,d=-oo 
(c,d)=l 

The holomorphic case of (1.2) has recently b竺?studied by the authors [9], who 

established complete asymptotic expansions for (四(s;z) as both lz1 -z叶→ 0 and 
因ー叫→ 十oothrough the poly-sector z E炉 X 炉. The present paper proceeds 
further with our previous study to show that similar asymptotic series still exist for (non-

holomorphic)如 (s;z)as lz1 -z叶→ 十oothrough the poly-sector z Eが x汀 (The-
orem 1); these can be switched to the counterpart expansions as lz1 -z叶→ 0 through 
the same poly-sector (Theorem 3) by means of the quasi-modular relation in (6.5) be-
low; several applications of our main results will also be presented (Theorems 2, 4 and 
Corollaries 1.1-1.4). The detailed proofs will appear in a forthcoming article [10]. 
We remark here that the recent progress of research into the present direction has been 

made, e.g., by Matsumoto [15], and the first and second authors [5][6][7][8][9][16], espe-
cially on asymptotic aspects of various Eisenstein series, while it has also been made on the 
relevant (bilateral) double series, e.g., by Gangl-Kaneko-Zagier [3], Komori-Matsumoto-
Tsumura [11][12], Kaneko-Tasaka [4], Tasaka [18] and Lim [14] (mostly) from a point of 
view of modular forms and functions; we refer the reader, e.g., to [9, Sect. 1] for further 
details. 
We now proceed to make an accurate definition of the non-holomorphic Eisenstein 

series. Suppose throughout the following that 

(1.7) z = (z1辺） E釘 xSj―,

皿 dset 
00 

(1.8) 乙土(s;z) =区 (m+ nz1)-s1(m + nz2□ (Re〈s〉>2), 
m,n=-= 

where in each summand arg(m + nz1) falls within ]一 1r,1r] and arg(m + nz2) within 
～＋  

[-1r, 1r[ in (v (s; z), while arg(m + nz1) within [-1r, 1r[ and arg(m + nz2) within] -1r, 1r] 
-----

in (z2 (s; z). Then the main object of study is defined, from a symmetric point of view, 
邸 thearithmetical mean 

(1.9) &;(s; z) =加{&;+(s;z)+&;―(s; z) }, 

which will be continued to a meromorphic function in the whole s-space (C2 (see Theo-
rem 1). 

In what follows, several notations and terminology are prepared to describe our main 
results. Define first the'pivotal parameter'T) by 

(1.10) TJ = TJ(z) =~e―1ry'=I/2 いー砂），
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which with O < arg(z1 -む)< 1r, by (1.7), shows that 

(1.11) I argrJI = larg(z1―叫ー竺く匹2 2. 

The introduction of 7/ here is oriented toward the non-holomorphic case z = (z, 乏） E 

jj+ X汀 orz = (乏，z)E汀 xが， where

1 
y = -e―パコ/2(一―)

1 1ry'=I/2 -
2 

z z or y = -e 
2 

(z -z) 

holds; this suggests that 7/ may be regarded as a'complexification'of the real vari-
able y = Imz. Next let e(s) = e21rvコsin the sequel, 「(s)the gamma function, 
(s)n =「(s+ n) / I'(s) for n E Z the rising factorial, and write 

r(a1, ... , am) = TI'!:=1「（叫
/31, ・ ・ ・, f3n n;=l「((3り

for ah, f3k E C (h = l, ... , m; k = l, ... , n). Further let 

1 (O+) 

U(a;,;Z) = 
「(a){e(a)-1} 00 

j e―wZwa-l(l + wr-a-ldw (1.12) 

for any (a, 1) E <C2 and for I arg ZI < 1r /2 be Kummcr's confluent hypergeometric function 
of the second kind (cf. [2, p.255, 6.5.(2)]), where the path of integration is a contour which 
starts from oo, proceeds along the real axis to a small 6 > 0, encircles the origin counter-
clockwise, and returns to oo; arg w varies from O to 21r along the contour. The domain of 
Z here can be extended to the whole sector I arg ZI < 31r /2 by rotating appropriately the 
path in (1.12) (cf. [2, p.273, 6.11.2.(9)]). We write匹 (l)=~。<hll い， and define for any 

(r, s) E <C2 and for z E jj+ the function 
DO DO 

(1.13) 心 (e(z))= L hrい (hkz)= L匹 s(l)l8e(lz),
h,k=l l=l 

which was first introduced and studied by Ramanujan [17] (see also [1, Chap. 4]) for the 
purpose of giving various evaluations of the classical (integer weight) Eisenstein series 
Ek(z) (k = 2, 4, 6, ...). 

2. ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSIONS FOR如 (s;z) AS'T/→ OO 
Throughout the following sections, at each occurrence of the pairing use of the indices 

{ i, j} = {1, 2} within an individual formula, the index j is always to be assigned as 
j E {1, 2} ¥ {i} (i = 1, 2) for brevity of description. We then proceed to state our first 
main result. 

Theorem 1 ([10, Theorem 1]). The formula 

(2.1) c;(s; z) = 2 cos2{孔—叫｝＜（〈s〉） +41rcos{臼-s2)} 

xrげ，~/)c( 〈s 〉 -1)(2ry)1- 〈S〉＋ご(s; z) 

holds upon providing the meromorphic continuation of c; (s; z) to the whole s-space C2 
except the hyper-planes〈s〉=2 -k (k = 0, 1, ...), and to all z E jj+ x .\j —, where 

-・ (2.2) 如 (s;z) = 2(21r)〈S〉cos{-(-
1r T1(s; z) 乃(s;z)
2釘 s2)}{爪）＋「(s2)}' 
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and T;(s; z) (i = 1, 2) are represented for any integer N~0 as 

(2.3) T;(s; z) = S;,N(s; z) + R;,N(s; z), 
～＊  

the right sides of which provide the holomorphic continuation of如 (s;z) in the region 
-N<びiく N+ 1. Here 

N-1 

(2.4) si,N(s; z) = L (-l)n(s山(1-s山
n! 

九—n-1,-Sj ―n(e((-1)は））(47rTJ)―Sj―n 
n=O 

for i = 1, 2, both giving the asymptotic series in the descending order of TJ as TJ→ OO 

珈 oughI arg TJI < 1r /2; the remainders凡，N(s;z)(i = 1,2) satisfy 

(2.5) 凡，N(s;z) = O(e―21rl Imz,I ITJI―a1-N), 

as rJ→ oo through I arg'!JI <::: 1r/2 -J for any small J > 0, while z Eが xSj-moves 
within I Imzi :;:, y0 > 0 (i = 1, 2), where the 0-constants may depend on s, y0, N andふ

Fu仕hermore,we have 
00 

(2.6) い (s;z) = 
(-l)N(sふ(1-sふ

{7¥T 1¥1 L h〈S〉-1e((-l)jhk祐）
h,k=l 

X /lcsバ (1-~)N-1U(sj + N; 〈s〉;41rhk訳）d~ 

゜for i = 1, 2, where the case N = 0 should read without the factor (-1)! and the~-
integrations. 

Since U(O; 1; Z) = 1 by (1.12), the case s = (s, 0) and z = (z辺） of Theorem 1 when 
N = 0 reduces to the following transformation formula for one variable holomorphic 
Eisenstein series F(s; z) (see (1.3)). 

Corollary 1.1 (Lewittes [13]). Let F(s; z) be defined in the sense of (1.9). Then for any 
s E <C and z Eが wehave the transformation formula 

F(s; z) = 2 cos2 (予）((s) + 2f(:r cos(予）tい (l)e(z).
l=l 

Theorem 1 implies all the known transformation formulae and asymptotic expansions 

()  ()  ( )  ( for F s; z , for〈vs; z , and for Ek s; z , but not for holomorphic)如 (s;z);it is highly 
desirable to invent a unified method of treatments which naturally covers both the holo-
morphic and non-holomorphic cases. 

3. SINGULARITIES OF如 (s;z) 

We shall make in this section a consideration on the possibilities of the polar and null 

sets, together with their crossings, arising from如 (s;z). 
In view of (2.1), we set 

-・ f(s; z) =如(s;z)―如 (s;z). 

Then the possibility of the poles ofくか(s;z) comes from the factors ((〈S〉)， ((〈s〉-1)and 
「(〈s〉-1) in f(s; z); these are collected to form the (possible) polar set Pas 

P = { s E cc2 I〈s〉=1-2k or〈s〉=2 -2k (k E Z叫｝．
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On the other hand, the possibility of the zeros of~ 心；z) comes from cos{ 1r(s1 -s2)/2} 

and I'(心） in f(s; z); these are collected to form the (possible) null setsぶ (j= 1, 2) 
as 

ぷ={SE c2 I S1一砂=2l + 1 (l E Z) }, ふ={ s E C2 I s1 E Z<::o or s2 E Z叫．
The crossings of the polar sets and the null sets above give rise to the indeterminate 

singularities of如 (s;z), e.g., 

Pnぷ={ s = (3/2 -k + l, 1/2 -k -l) E (昇）汽
s = (1 -k + l, -k -l) E z2 k E Z;:,o, l E z}' 

Pn品={s = (四叫） E Z2 I m1 E Z<::o or m2 E Z<::o}. 

are the indeterminate singularities. Note in particular that 

(3.1) PnN1つ（砂）2 and P nふっ (Z<::0)2

It is in general known that the limiting processes toward such singularities encounter 
serious indeterminate situations in treating functional (limit) values. The presence of this 
kind of indeterminate nature in the neighbour of suc~ingularities is crucial; however, 

it is in fact possible to extract the characteristics of如 (s;z) by means of appropriate 
limiting evaluations, whose limits are taken through certain specific directions. 

4. LIMITING EVALUATIONS AT THE POINTS s = rn E Z2 

The observation made in (3.1) suggests that certain limiting evaluations are possible 
from Theorem 1 at the indeterminate singularities, especially when s→ rn E (Z;:,1)2 and 
S→ -rn E (Z<::o)汽forwhich we shall show several of their instances. 
Let Bn (n E Z;:,0) denote the nth Bernoulli number (cf. [2, p.35, 1.13.(1)]), 10 = -「'(1)

the 0th Euler-Stieltjes constant (cf. [2, p.34, 1.12.(19)]), and write O = (0, 0), e1 = (1, 0), 
e2 = (0, 1) and 1 = (1, 1). We use the customary notation (q; q)00 = I1;;:1 (1 -qりfor
lql < 1, and set q; = e((-l)jz;) (i = 1,2). 

Corollary 1.2. The following formulae hold at the points s = rn E (応）2 with rn = 
(m1, 匹）：

i) if rn = 1, 

臼 2 

四{~(l+cl;z)- c }=〗十 ~{,0 -log(2ry)} +~ 八1;z), 

where 
-• 21r 21r 
(v (l;z) = -{<P。,-1(q1) + </J。,-1(q2)} =—- log{ (q1; q1に(q2;q2に｝

' T/ 'T/  

giving a two variable analogue of Kronecker's limit formula for如 (s;z) ass→ l; 
ii) if〈m〉＝叫＋四 iseven with〈m〉;::::4, 

如 (rn;z)= -
(21ri)回 B〈m〉位（一l)(m1-m2)/2(〈m〉-2)! 

〈m〉! + (m1 -l)!(m2 -1)! 
((〈m〉-1)(2ry)1-〈m〉

--* 
＋如 (rn;z), 

where 

(4.1) i;;*(rn; z) = 2(21r)〈m〉(-l/m1-m2)/2{ふ，m,(rn; z) + S2,m2 (rn; z) 
(m1 -1)! (m2 -1)! } 
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with S;,mJrn; z) (i = 1, 2) being given in (4.3) below; 
iii) if〈rn〉isodd with〈rn〉2".3, 

・・-・ 

如 (rn;z) = 0, 

and further for i = 1, 2, 

- -・ 聾 (-1)叫がrri)-lB〈m 〉-l'r/1-〈m 〉
(rn; z) = + 

知 2

8s; (m1 -l)!(m2 -1)!(〈rn〉-1)! OS; 
(rn; z), 

where 
.-—.. 

(4.2) 
鯰 1(rn・z) (21r)〈m〉+1(-l)(m,-m戸1)/2 S;,m,(rn; z) Si,m;(rn; z) 

= -
OS・ 2 { (m; -1)! + (mj―1)! }・ 

Here in (4-1) and (4-2), for i = 1, 2, 

叫—1
m・-

(4.3) S (,)と＇ 1 
i,m, rn・Z = n=O (n)凡）ふ，ーn-l,-m;—贔）(41rry)-m三．

Corollary 1.3. The following formulae hold at the points s = e; (i = 1, 2): 

i) ifs= e1, 

lim如 (e1+d;z) = 0, 
C→O 

and further for i = 1, 2, 

lim『ふ召 硲；＊
e→ 0 OS; 

(e1+d;z)+了｝＝（ー1)デ ho-log(2ry)} + (e1; z), 
OS; 

where 
.--* 

鱗
oo k 

OS; 
(e1; z) = (-1);4召の。，o(qリ＝（一1);4召L1 ql k; 

k=l -ql 

ii) ifs = e2, 
.- . 

lim如 (e2+d;z)=O,
C→O 

and further for i = 1, 2, 

lim{心
-—.. 

召 8如

C→ 0 OS; 
(e2 + d; z)―了｝＝（ー1)デ ho-log(2ry)} + (e2; z), 

OS; 

where 

叩 2
oo k 

属 z)= (-l)i411叫 o(ゅ）＝（一i)i47r2L q2 
枷 1 k. 

k=l 
-q2 

Corollary 1.4. The following formulae hold at the points s = -rn E (Z:'o0)2 with rn = 

伽，匹）；
i) if rn = 0, 

lim如 (O+d;z)=O,
e→O 

and further for i = 1, 2, 
.-_ .--* 

lim竺~(0 + d; z) = -log 21r +~ 可+8(22 (O; z), 
e→ 0 OSj 3 OS; 
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where 
.-—.* 

灰Z2

OSi 
(O; z) = 2<P-1,o(q;) = -2 log(q;; q;)oo, 

giving a two variable analogue of Kronecker's limit formula for (8/8s)如 (s;z)at 
s = 0 (see, e.g., [5, (2.13) and (2.15)]); 

ii) if〈m〉iseven with <m >~2,

lim如 (-m+El;z)= 0, 
e→O 

and further for i = 1, 2, 

8如 （一1)〈m〉/2〈m〉!
lim (-m+El;z)= ((〈m〉+1) + 41r(-l)(m1-m2)/2 
C→ a a名 (21r)〈m〉

-・ B〈m〉＋如1!m砂

(〈m〉+2)! 
X (2r,)1+〈m〉+aく22 -m・z 

asi (')' 

where 
～＊  

(4.4) 
心 2

-rn・z = 
枷

(')  
2(-lr•mi! 
(21r)〈m〉

s五 +1(-rn;z) 

with S五 +1(-m;z) (i = 1, 2) being given in (4.6) below; 
iii) if〈m〉isodd, 

lim如（
灰V

-m+d;z) =0 and lim (-m+d;z) =0 
C→ 0 f; → o 8s; 

for i = 1, 2, and further 
~ 一—..

lim 
成 V

(-m+d;z) = -
噸向〉+1

＋ 
成 V

(-m・z 
C→ 0 as心〈m〉+1 8s18s2 

,)， 

where 
～＊  

成 Z2 1 
(4.5) (-m; z) = { 

恥如 2(21r✓ 言）〈m〉-1
叫 S1,匹 +1(-m;z) +叫S2,加 +1(-m;z)}. 

Here in (4-4) and (4.5), for i = 1, 2, 

叫

(4.6) S;, 叫 +1(-m;z)=~ 臼）(1 +加）⑲-m, —n-1,m1嘉）(4可）四—n_

5. FUNCTIONAL EQUATIONS FOR如 (s;z)

~ 一—..
We shall show in this section that the functional equation exists for (v (s; z) (see (2.1) 

and (2.2)) under the restriction on certain hyper-planes in the s-space C2. 
Let (u) for any u E良 denotethe vertical straight path from u -ioo to u + ioo, and 

writes= (s2, s1) for any s = (sぃs2)E C2. Then it is crucial in proving Theorem 1 to 
apply the Mellin-Barnes type integral expressions for T;,(s; z) (i = 1, 2) in (2.3); these 
邸 sertthat 

(5.1) T;(s; z) = 
1 Sj + W, -W, 1 -〈S〉-w

21rご［叫）「(Sj,1 -Si)  

X <J>〈S〉+w-1,w(e((-l)は））(41rTJ)wdw, 
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being valid for O <びi< 1, where u; (i = 1, 2) satisfy —び］＜糾< min(O, 1 -a1 —叫·
Substituting the variable w = l -〈s〉+w'in(5.1), and then using the primary symmetry, 
by (1.13), 

仇，s(e(z))=仇，r(e(z)),

for any z Eが andany (r, s) E <C叫weobtain the following result by analytic continuation. 

Proposition 1. The (partial) functional equations 

(5.2) T;(s;z) = (4可）1-〈S叩(1-s;z) (i=l,2) 

hold for all S E <C2 and for all Z E Sj+ X Sj-. 

Letting 

(5.3) T*(s;z) = + 
石(s;z) 花(s;z)

I'(s1) 「（況）＇

one can see from (2.2) and (5.2) that the functional eq叫 ion

(5.4) T*(s; z) = (4可）1一〈S〉x*(s)T*(l-s; z) 

holds if 

r(1 :/2) = x*(s) = r(1 :/1)~sin(か） = sin(三

⇔ S1 +的=2m + 1 or s1 -s2 = 2m (for any m E Z). 

It is therefore seen from (2.2), (5.2) and (5.4), upon setting x(s; z) = (1r/TJ)〈s〉-1x*(s), 
--・* 

that the following functional equation for如 (s;z) is valid. 

Theorem 2. The functional equation 

-・-・ 如 (s;z) = x(s; z)(z2 (1 -s; z) 

holds on the hyper-planes釘＋砂=2m + 1 and s1 -s2 = 2m for any m E Z, where 

T 〈s〉-l 1 -S1 
x(s; z) =位） r(S2) . 

6. ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSIONS FOR如 (s;z) AS'T/→ O 

We shall show in this section that asymptotic expansions for如 (s;z) as'T/→ oo in 
Theorem 1 can be transferred to those as'T/→ 0 through the quasi-modular relation (6.5) 
below. 

We first introduce for convenience of description the new parameters冗 (i= 1,2) as 

百 =e-7'✓ 二1/2z1 and 乃 =e八／コ/2
Z2, 

One can see from (1.1) and (1.7) that 

7r 7r 7r 7r 
I a.rgT1I = argz1 -- < - and I arg叫=arg硲十ーくー

2 2 2 2' 

and further on the pivotal parameter TJ in (1.10) that 

1 1 
T/ = ry(z) = -e 

2 
-tr.,!=T/2(勺十 e"✓コ硲）＝ー（冗＋乃）．

2 

Let cp be the (fractional) transformation defined by 

(6.1) 釘 x.fj―う z= (z1辺）二➔ (-1/z1, -l/z砂＝ー1/zE釘 x.fj―,
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which is, in terms of (Tぃ乃）， equivalentto 

jj+ Xりぅ Z= (iT1, -i乃）二➔ (i/T1, -i/T2) = -1/z E釘 xり・

Hence observing the correspondence (ioo, -ioo) 己➔ (0, 0) or (0, 0)~ → (ioo, -ioo) (with 
an extended sense of r.p), one finds on the movement of z E jj+ x Sj-that 

(6.2) z tends to (0, 0) throughが XSj― 

⇔ -1/z tends to (ioo, -ioo) through jj+ x釘

which is, in terms of (T1, 乃）， equivalentto 

(6.3) (Ti, T2) tends to (0, 0) through I arg叫<1r/2 (i = 1,2) 

⇔ (l/T1, 1/乃） tends to (oo, oo) through I arg叫<1r/2 (i = 1,2) 

Note further that the new pivotal parameterり， transformedfrom r, by (6.1), is of the 
form 

(6.4) 
1 e1rv勺 ;2 e―1rv'=I/2 1 1 1 

り=TJ(-1/z) = 2e―,ry'=I/2 (T1 + e,ry'=I . T2) = 2は＋五）．
----

The asymptotic expansions for如 (s;z) as'f/→ oo (in Theorem 1) can therefore be 
switched to those as'f/→ 0 through the quasi-modular relation 

- e―バご(s1-s2)/2_ 
(6.5) 如 (s;z) = s1 s2 如 (s;-1/z) 

T T 1 2 

for all s E C2 except the hyper-planes〈s〉=2 -k (k = 0, 1, ...), and in the poly-

sector I arg叫<1r/2 (i = 1, 2); Theorem 1 applied for~(s; -1/z) described with the 
transformed parameter f/ implies the following result. 

Theorem 3 ([10, Theorem 3]). The formula 

- e―ハ勺(s1-s2)/2 7r 7r 

如 (s;z) = ず7? [2co星｛が釘―叫｝＜（〈s〉） + 41r cos{う(s1-sサ｝

XI'げ，；/)c(〈s〉-l)c~ 竺2)〈S〉1+~• (s; -1/z)] 

holds in the whole s-space C2 except the hyper-planes〈s〉=2-k(k=O,l, ...), and in 
the poly-sector I arg叫<1r/2 (i = 1, 2), where 

-・ 如 (s;-1/ z) = 2(21r)〈8〉{T 冗(s,-1/z) T2(s; -1/z) 
cosう(s1-sサ ｝｛爪）＋「(s2) }' 

and T;(s; -1/z) (i = 1, 2) are represented for any integer N~0 as 

Ti(s; -1/z) = si,N(s; -1/z) +凡，N(s;-1/z) 

in the region -N <びiく N+ l. Here 

N-1 

Si,N(s; -1/z) =~ 
(-l?(s山(1-ふ）n<JJ ー 2,r/ち す2 s1+n 

n=O n! s,-n-1,-s1―n(e){臼＋乃）｝

for i = l, 2, both giving the asymptotic series in the ascending order of Ti as乃→ 0 
through the poly-sector I arg叫<1r /2; the remainders凡，N(s;-1/z) (i = 1, 2) satisfy 

凡，N(s;-1/z) = o{ e-21r/l巧I(IT1□ 21~21) の+N}
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as乃 → 0 through I argて :S1r /2 -<5 for any small <5 > 0, where the 0-constants may 
depend on s, y0, N andふ

7. LAPLACE-MELLIN TRANSFORM OF如 (s;z) 

We shall show in this section the asymptotic expansions for the Laplace-Mellin trans-

form of如 (s;z). 
Let a be a complex number with Re a > 0, Y a real positive parameter, and write 

X = (x1心） and d = e1 -e2 = (1, -1). Then the formulation of the Laplace-Mellin 
transform here is of the form 

叫ふ(s;x+Hyd)= l /00~(s;x+ごyYd)y"'-1e―Ydy 
「(a)。

with the normalization gamma multiple, where the factor y"'-1 is inserted to secure the 
convergence of the integral as y→ o+, while e―Y has an effect to extract the portion 

ofる(s;X 十 yCfyd)corresponding to y = O(Y). Let 2凡（呼；Z) denote the Gauf3' 
hypergeometric function defined for any (a, (3, ry) E C2 x (C ¥ Z::;o) by 

2凡(a/;z)=文応(f3)n勿 (IZI < 1), 
k=O 

（加n!

which can be continued to a holomorphic function of Zin the sector I arg(l -Z)I < 7r by 
Euler's formula (cf. [2, p.56, 2.1.1.(2); p.59, 2.1.3.(10)]). 

Theorem 4. Let a be a complex number with Re a > 1, Xj (j = 1, 2) and Y any positive 
real parameter. Then the formula 

虚ふ(s;x + Hyd) = 2cos信(s1-s砂}((〈s〉） + 47r co信(s1-s2)}

X r(〈S〉-1,a+ 1-〈s〉)(2Y)1-〈S〉

釘， S2,O! 

.--・・ +.c闊，y如 (s;x十 Hyd)

holds, where 

虚，y乙;・(s,尤+Hyd) = 2(21r)(s〉 cos{凡—況）｝
T「(s,x; Y) T._タ(s,x; Y) 

X {「(s1) 十爪）｝，

and T;"'(s, x; Y) (i = 1, 2) are represented for any integer N 2 0 as 

応 (s,x; Y) = S贔(s,x;Y)+R応(s,x;Y)

in the region u1十び2< Rea. Here 

Sむ(s,x; Y) 

N-l 

=I'(a+l-〈s〉)L(一 lt(a)ふ +1-〈s〉）n
a+l-si n!(a+l-si)n 

n=O 

X 2Fi(a: ::/~8i;-l)<P〈S〉 -l-a-n,-a-n(e((-1)は））(21rY)-a-n 
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for i = 1, 2, both giving the asymptotic series in the descending order of Y as Y→ 十oo;
the reminders R恥(s,x; Y) (i = 1, 2) satisfy 

応 (s,尤；Y) = o(Y-Rea-N) 

asY→ +oo, where the 0-constant may depend on s, a and N. Furthermore for i = 1, 2, 
we have 

R応(s,x; Y) 

= (-l)N(a)Nr(a+l-〈s〉)文 h〈S〉-le . oo 

(N -1) ! a + 1 -si 
((-1)1hkxi) J~a N(l 一 ~)N-1

゜
X (1 + 21rhkY/~)-a-N 2Fi ( 

h,k=l 

a+ N, sj 1 -21rhkY/~ 
a+ N + 1 -si; 1 + 21rhkY/~) 必．

8. OUTLINE OF THE PROOF 

We shall show in this section the outline of the proof of Theorem 1. For this, introduce 
first the two variable analogue of the bilateral Hurwitz zeta-function defined for any 
z E jj+ X Sj-by 

00 

贔(s;z)= L (m+叫―81(m+ Z2戸 (Re〈s〉>1). 
m=-oo 

Then the most crucial step of the proof of Theorem 1 is to establish the following result. 

p ropos1t10n 2 (cf. [10]). The transformation formula 

(8.1) 五(s;z)=e―1ry'=I(s1-s2)/2 [ 27r「（〈s〉-1
s1,s2 

) (2T/)1一〈S〉

+ (21r) 〈S〉{「(~1) 文 l 〈S〉 -1e(lz1)U(s2; 〈s〉;4両）
l=l 

1 
00 

＋「(s2)苫〈s)-le(-l吟）U(s1; 〈s〉;4両）｝］

holds for alls E C2 except the hyper-planes〈s〉=1-k (k = 0, 1, ...), and all z E .1j+x.1j―; 

the right side provides the meromorphic continuation of丘(s;z) to the wholes-space (C乞

A central role in deriving Proposition 2 is played by the following formula. 

Lemma 1 (cf. [10]). For any a, (3 E (C the Mellin-Barnes formula 

(1 -z)-a 1 a+ w, 1 -(3 + w, (3 -w, -w 
= 2Jr01パ a,(3,1-(3)左 dw

+ z!3 J I'a+ (3 + w, 1 + w, -a -w, -w l _ z wdw 
27f□ c2 (a,  (3, 1 -a )  () 

holds for I arg ZI < 21r and I arg(l -Z) I < 2Jr, where the path C1 proceeds upward to 
separate the poles of the integrand at w = -a -n, (3 -1 -n (n = 0, 1, ...) from those at 
w=n, (3-l+n (n=0,1, ...), whileC2 atw= -1-n, -a-(3-n (n=0,1, ...) from 
those atw=n, -a+n (n=0,1, ...). 
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Proof of Theorem 1. It follows from the series rearrangements of the defining series in 

(1.8) with (1.9) that 

る(s;z) = 2 cos2什(s1-sサ｝＜（〈s〉） + { 1 + e1r□ (s1 -s2)} 
oo n-1 

XLn―〈S〉〉丘(s;z十五），
n 

n=l r=O 

where the last r-sum of the bilateral Hurwitz zeta-functions c皿 betransformed by (8.1); 

this concludes Theorem 1. ロ
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